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1 Introduction

In the last decade, the automatic termination analysis of logic programs has been re-
ceiving increasing attention. Among other methods, techniques have been proposed
that transform a well-moded logic program into a term rewriting system (TRS) so that
termination of the TRS implies termination of the logic program under Prolog’s selec-
tion rule. In [8] it has been shown that the two-stage transformation obtained by com-
bining the transformations of [6] into deterministic conditional TRSs (CTRSs) with a
further transformation into TRSs [3] yields the transformation proposed in [2], and that
these three transformations are equally powerful. In most cases simplification orderings
are not sufficient to prove termination of the TRSs obtained by the two-stage trans-
formation. However, if one uses the dependency pair method [1] in combination with
polynomial interpretations instead, then most of the examples described in the litera-
ture can automatically be proven terminating. Based on these observations, we have
implemented a tool for proving termination of logic programs automatically. This tool
consists of a front-end which implements the two-stage transformation and a back-end,
the CiME system [4], for proving termination of the generated TRS.

As in [5], we have tested the TALP system on well-known examples (the
benchmarks are collected in [7]). A Web interface for TALP is available at
http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/talp/. Overall, our results are
comparable to those reported in [5] but there are examples for which TALP succeeds
and other tools don’t (the example in Sect. 3 for instance) and vice versa. During our
experiments we made the following observations. For the class of TRSs generated from
logic programs, a termination proof using the standard Manna-Ness criterion is usually
not possible. On the other hand, the dependency pairs criterion is quite powerful, us-
ing moreover very simple polynomial interpretations: linear polynomial interpretation
with coefficients in the interval�0;2�. The restriction to linear polynomial interpretations
seems to be a very good heuristic because whenever searching for a linear interpretation
fails, then searching for a more general one, like simple-mixed, does not succeed either.
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Moreover, for programs of a larger size, with many predicates, being able to perform
anincremental proof [9, 10] appears to be very important.

2 Transformation of Programs into TRSs

TALP takes a Prolog program and a query as input and proceeds in four steps:

1. The Prolog program is translated into a logic programP . In this process, clauses
with if-then-structures, disjunctions, or negated atoms are translated into new
clauses. For instance, the clauseA� B����C�D is replaced with the clausesA�
B�C����� andA� B�D. Cuts are ignored.

2. The query determines which of the arguments in its predicates are used as input
and output, respectively. According to this information, the tool tries to generate
a moding for the logic program such that the program iswell-moded. If this step
is successfully completed, the logic program will be transformed into a TRS as
follows.

3. Every atomA � p�t1� � � � � tn� with input positionsi1� � � � � ik and output positions
ik�1� � � � � in associates with a rewrite rule

ρ�A� � pin�ti1� � � � � tik �� pout�tik�1� � � � � tin�

and every program clauseC � A � B1� � � � �Bm is transformed into a conditional
rewrite ruleρ�C� � ρ�A�� ρ�B1�� � � � �ρ�Bm�. The CTRSRP � �ρ�C� � C � P�
obtained in this way is deterministic because the logic programP is well-moded.

4. Every rulel � r � c � RP with n conditions inc is transformed inton�1 uncon-
ditional rewrite rules by operatorU defined inductively by :

U�l � r� � �l � r�

U�l � r � s� t�c� � �l � u�s�x���U�u�t�x�� r � c�

whereu is a fresh symbol andx � V ar�l�	 �V ar�t��V ar�c��V ar�r��

3 Example

If TALP gets the following Prolog program with queryflat�in�out� as input

flat(niltree, nil).
flat(tree(X, niltree, T), cons(X, L)) :- flat(T, L).
flat(tree(X, tree(Y, T1, T2), T3), L) :-

flat(tree(Y, T1, tree(X, T2, T3)), L).

then the first transformation yields the CTRS

flatin�niltree�� flatout�nil�
flatin�tree�x�niltree� t��� flatout�cons�x� l���

flatin�t�� flatout�l�
flatin�tree�x�tree�y� t1� t2�� t3��� flatout�l� �

flatin�tree�y� t1�tree�x� t2� t3���� flatout�l�
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and the second transformation yields the unconditional TRS

flatin�niltree�� flatout�nil�
flatin�tree�x�niltree� t��� u1�flatin�t��x�

u1�flatout�l��x�� flatout�cons�x� l��
flatin�tree�x�tree�y� t1� t2�� t3��� u2�flatin�tree�y� t1�tree�x� t2� t3����

u2�flatout�l��� flatout�l�

Subsequently CiME is asked to find a linear polynomial interpretation with coefficients
in the interval�0;2�. It generates the following interpretation

��nil�� � 0
��niltree�� � 0
��flatin���x0� � 0

��flatout ���x0� � 0
��u2���x0� � 0
��cons���x0�x1� � 0

��u1���x0�x1� � 0
��tree���x0�x1�x2� � x2�2x1�1
��FLATin���x0� � x0

and the induced polynomial ordering satisfies all constraints obtained from the cycles
in the estimated dependency graph.
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